Medical Student Member Winners
2020 Virtual ePoster Competition
May 1 – 8, 2020

Research ePoster Winners

Alexander Buell
Medical Students’ Self-Reported Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes Towards Lifestyle Medicine
Frank H. Netter School of Medicine, North Haven, CT

Nicolas Gordon
The PARP inhibitor olaparib and pharmacological ascorbate demonstrate synergy in castration-resistant prostate cancer
Sidney Kimmel Medical College, Philadelphia, PA

Samual Hofacker
Association Between Patient Race and Staff Resuscitation Efforts After Cardiac Arrest in Outpatient Dialysis Clinics
Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC

Taylor Vega
"Sobriety equals getting rid of Hepatitis C"- a qualitative study exploring the relationship between Substance Use Disorder and Hepatitis C among hospitalized patients
Oregon Health Sciences University School of Medicine, Portland, OR

Andrew Wong
Development and Validation of an Electronic Health Record-Based Machine Learning Model to Estimate Delirium Risk in Newly Hospitalized Patients
University of CA, San Francisco, School of Medicine, San Francisco, CA

Clinical Vignette ePoster Winners

John Fanta
A Blue Patient Poses a Clinical Conundrum
University of South Dakota School of Medicine, Vermillion, SD

Zoe Glick
From Out of the Blue: Systemic emboli in the setting of polycythemia vera and underlying peripheral artery disease
Oregon Health Sciences University School of Medicine, Portland, OR

Michael Groden
Just Deep To The Surface: An Ever-Present Danger of Mycobacterium Avium Complex
USUHS F E Hebert School of Medicine, Bethesda, MD

Morgann Madill
When To Think Zebras, Not Horses: A Case of Delayed Care in anti-NMDA Receptor Encephalitis.
St Louis University School of Medicine, St Louis, MO

Sky L. Prestowitz
EGADS! A Zebra Among Horses!
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, Philadelphia, PA